
$5,995,000 - 18441 Calle Tramonto, RANCHO SANTA FE
MLS® #240004188

$5,995,000
6 Bedroom, 7.00 Bathroom, 8,500 sqft
Residential on 1 Acres

The Bridges, RANCHO SANTA FE, CA

BRIDGES GOLF COURSE VIEWS!Get ready
to be wowed by the spectacular views offered
by this exceptional home! Designed w/the
view-oriented lifestyle in mind, this property
overlooks the signature hole, 10th green, &
fairway. Its timeless architecture is refined &
distinctive, making it a true masterpiece. As
you step inside this two-story gem, you'll be
greeted by warm tones and high ceilings that
create an immediate sense of space & light.
The interior design draws inspiration from the
elements of nature, w/natural stone & wood
accents that add a touch of warmth & invite
you into the great room. The well-equipped
kitchen is a chef's dream, featuring high-grade
appliances, a large center island, & coveted
seating areas. The living area & primary suite
boast brand new white oak flooring, adding a
touch of elegance & sophistication. Prepare to
be pampered in the luxurious master suite,
which offers a sanctuary for relaxation &
rejuvenation. Complete w/a sauna, steam
shower, & a double-sided fireplace with a cozy
sitting area, this space is sure to melt away
any stress. Plus, you'll have two large walk-in
closets to accommodate your wardrobe
collection. And for those movie enthusiasts, a
custom movie theater awaits you, where you
can enjoy all your favorite films in the comfort
of your own home.  And when it's time to enjoy
the outdoors, the outdoor kitchen and living
area overlooking the infinity pool will be sure to
make memories. This home is truly a
masterpiece, combining elegance,



functionality, and the beauty of its
surroundings. Don't miss the opportunity to
make it yours!

Built in 2009

Additional Information

City RANCHO SANTA FE

County San Diego

Zip 92091

MLS® # 240004188

Bedrooms 6

Bathrooms 7

Square Ft 8,500

Lot Size 0.86

Neighborhood RANCHO SANTA FE (92091)

Garages 5
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